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Introduction of techniques for compressing and streaming of audio data in recent time has
significantly changed the way music is consumed and archived. Personal music collections may
nowadays comprise ten-thousands of music titles. Even mobile devices are able to store some
thousands of songs. But these magnitudes are nothing compared to the vast amount of music data
digitally available on the internet.
Several features have been proposed to describe music on a low, signal-processing based level.
Some of these have already been incorporated as description schemes for annotation of audio data
into the MPEG-7 standard. However, in contrast to text documents that can be sufficiently well
represented by statistics about the contained terms, audio data seems far too complex to be
described by statistics on signals alone. Additionally, such a representation does only allow queryby-example.
Learning a mapping between audio features and contextual interpretations would be the key to
solve this problem, enabling a user to formulate a query in a way that is close to his way of
describing music contents, e.g. using natural language or at least combinations of terms. For this
task, models describing how music is perceived are needed, as well as methods for the extraction,
analysis and representation of linguistic descriptions of music. On the other hand, more
sophisticated audio features and analysis of the music structure can narrow the semantic gap. But
even if a mapping can be found, it cannot be considered as universally valid. It will rather be biased
depending on the user’s preferences, making it necessary to think about personalization at some
point as well.
Previous LSAS workshops that took place as a part of the SAMT 2006 conference
(http://irgroup.cs.uni-magdeburg.de/lsas2006/) and at IRCAM, Paris in 2008 (http://lsas2008.dkeresearch.de/), managed to gather a multidisciplinary group of researchers, and included
presentations covering signal-processing, social, musicological and usability aspects of semantic
audio analysis. Our purpose is to continue fostering this line of research in a rapidly expanding and
promising field. The topics of interest include, but are not limited to the following aspects with
respect to music information retrieval systems:










Audio signal processing and feature extraction
Content-based audio retrieval
Music perception, cognition, affect and emotions
Music structure analysis
Semantic audio description and analysis
Ontologies for music and sound description
Standards for audio content description
Machine learning methods for feature extraction and mapping
Personalization of music retrieval systems

While our main focus is on music data, we are also interested on work related to other audio data
such as speech.

Submission:
Papers must not exceed 15 pages (short papers are also welcome) and should be submitted
electronically in PDF format at http://lsas2009.dke-research.de/. When preparing your
submission, please follow the Lecture Notes in Computer Science (LNCS) style of Springer-Verlag.
Please see http://www.springer.de/comp/lncs/authors.html for detailed formatting
instructions.

Important Dates
Deadline for paper submission:
Notification of acceptance:
Camera-ready paper submission:

September 7, 2009
September 21, 2009
October 12, 2009

Conference Web Site:
For latest and additional information, please visit
http://lsas2009.dke-research.de/

